Abstract. Nonlinear bleaching of output mirrors, made of a nonabsorbing cholesteric, in an Nd: YAG laser was investigated. In the cw regime there was no difference between the output powers of lasers with dielectric and cholesteric mirrors. In the pulse-periodic regime (pulse duration 500 ns, repetition frequency 4.5 kHz) the lasing disappeared after 0.5-5.0 min because of a strong reduction in the reflection coefficient of the output mirror bleached by laser pulses. The observed effect was independent of the average power density and this made it possible to attribute it to an increase in the pitch of the cholesteric helix in the optical wave field.
Introduction
Optical components made of cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs) are being used successfully in laser physics as polarisers, filters, mirrors, and apodising apertures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Sufficiently thorough purification of a cholesteric can ensure that the optical strength of liquid-crystal optics is comparable with that of glass optics. However, Winful [8] predicted theoretically a strong reduction in the reflection coefficient of a nonabsorbing CLC when the incident-light intensity exceeds a certain threshold. Breakdown of the Bragg reflection conditions is attributed to an increase in the pitch of the cholesteric helix in a circularly polarised optical wave field.
There has been no experimental confirmation of Winful's prediction [8] , although J-C Lee et al. reported [6, 7] a nonlinear change in the curvature of a CLC mirror in the cavity of a cw Nd : YAG laser, but no change in the reflection coefficient of this mirror. According to Winful [8] , selective reflection breaks down when light fluxes with a power density of the order of 1 MW cm" 2 act for a time sufficient to untwist the CLC helix (which amounts to several milliseconds). Therefore, a nonlinear reduction in the reflection coefficient of nonabsorbing CLCs is not observed when the pulses are short, even though intensities exceed by an order of magnitude those predicted by calculation [9] , or when the pulses are long but the intensities are too low [6, 7] .
We shall report operation of an Nd: YAG laser with CLC mirrors in the cw and pulse-periodic regimes.
Experimental setup
Our Nd:YAG laser (Fig. 1) had a single-mode output power of 0.3-1 W (). = 1.064 um) and could operate in the cw or pulsed regimes, the latter at a high (4.5 kHz) repetition frequency of 500 ns pulses. A plane -plane cavity was formed by a dielectric nontransmitting mirror (1) and a CLC output mirror (2) . An active element (3) was pumped by a DNP 6/90 A-l continuously operating arc flashlamp filled with krypton (the voltage across this lamp was 100 V). Pumping of the active element generated a thermal lens whose optical power was +1 dioptre kW"
1 . Switching to operation at a high pulse repetition frequency was performed by an acousto-optical switch (4) . A silica quarter-wave plate (5) was placed inside the cavity between the CLC mirror and the active element; in the absence of this plate there was no lasing. The average laser radiation power was recorded with an IMO-2N power meter. The diameter of the optical beam, measured at the 1 /e level, was ~ 0.8 mm and the average output power was 1 W. We investigated four CLC mirrors made of a photochemically stable mixture of a nematic liquid crystal E7 with a chiral admixture of CB15 (made by E Merck company) with an average refractive index « av = 1.5991, purified under 'clean room' conditions. These mirrors were CLC films with the planar orientation of the CLC molecules on a substrate; they were enclosed between two glass plates coated with polymers on the inner side [6, 7, 10] .
The CLC mirrors have the property of selective reflection and the sign of the circular polarisation of light is not altered by reflection from such mirrors. Fig. 2 shows the spectral transmission curve of mirrors for circularly polarised light. The thickness of the CLC films in our four mirrors was 12.8, 13.8, 6.5, and 20 urn. 3. Nonlinear bleaching of CLC mirrors in an Nd: YAG laser cavity
We did not observe a significant difference between the slope efficiency of the laser with dielectric or CLC output mirrors when the reflection coefficients were the same. The advantage of the CLC mirror was a lower sensitivity of the laser operation to the cavity misalignment. When the pumping rate was low, in the pulse-periodic regime the slope efficiency and the lasing stability were the same for CLC and dielectric mirrors. At high pumping rates the average output power obtained in the pulse-periodic regime decayed rapidly and disappeared after 0.5-5 min from switching, but only when the side of the CLC mirror with strong surface anchoring was facing into the laser. The pump threshold (i.e. the current supplying the flashlamp) at which lasing was suppressed was a function of the mirror characteristics (method of their fabrication): it was 28.5 -29.5 A for the output mirrors with R = 95% and ~24.5 A for the mirror with R = 85%. Fig. 3 gives the time dependences of the output power of the laser obtained for two CLC mirrors differing in the method of their fabrication (different degrees of surface anchoring) when a change from the cw to the pulsed regime occurred above the pump threshold. Turning on of the acousto-optical switch (at a moment ?,) quenched the lasing action because of a reduction in the reflection coefficient of the CLC mirror. Turning off of the switch (at a moment t 2 ) gradually restored the lasing action. A second change to the pulsed regime suppressed lasing again and it was restored when the laser was made to operate in the cw regime again. Adjustment of the polarisation of the radiation by rotation of the /./4 plate in the pulsed regime sometimes increased only slightly the output power.
The nonlinear bleaching of the CLC mirrors can be explained by a model postulating a dilation of the pitch of 20 30 40 ,/n Figure 3 . Time dependence of the average output power P of a laser with two different CLC mirrors (R ~ 95%) observed when the laser regime was changed from cw to pulse-periodic and back to cw: r t and l 2 are the moments when an acousto-optical switch was turned on and off.
the cholesteric helix until it became completely untwisted in an optical wave field. In fact, according to the calculations [8] , an abrupt reduction in the reflection coefficient of the CLC mirror because of dilation of the pitch of the cholesteric helix, when a circularly polarised wave is incident on a CLC film with strong pinning of the director on the input side and a weak anchoring on the other side, should be observed at a critical electric field intensity (1) where f: a and e are the dielectric anisotropy and permittivity of a CLC at optical frequencies or, K 22 is the Frank constant. The critical intensity of laser radiation can be deduced from expression (1):
For X = 1.064 urn, BJE = 0.22 and K 22 = 5 x 10~' dyn, we have 7 cr ~ 0.6 MW cm" 2 . This pitch dilation effect, accompanied by the loss of selective reflection, may be the result of untwisting of the CLC helix in the field of a pulsed optical wave when the effect can be cumulative. Confirmation of the nonthermal nature of the nonlinear bleaching of a CLC mirror in a cavity is its independence of the average power density of the output radiation and its dependence on the intensity of this radiation.
Conclusions
The observed influence of the nonlinear bleaching of nonabsorbing CLC mirrors on the operation of a laser imposes restrictions on the use of such mirrors in lasers operating at a high pulse repetition frequency. Our experiments show that, depending on the method used to fabricate CLC mirrors, the bleaching time after a change to pulse-periodic operation and recovery of the initial state on return to the cw regime may vary from mirror to mirror. At intensities close to J C! , one can form a spatial beam profile with a flat top (nearly super-Gaussian) because of strong bleaching at the centre of the initial Gaussian distribution. It would also be interesting to investigate the radial distribution of the phase in Gaussian beams in a cavity with CLC mirrors when the curvature of these mirrors changes because of a radial dependence of the pitch of the CLC helix [6, 7] , Studies should also be made of the possibility of formation of adaptive CLC mirrors for single-mode lasing (without an intracavity aperture) with a high stability of emission of the TEM 00 mode in the absence of temperature stabilisation [6, 7] .
